Motivated by recent work on algorithmic theory for nonlinear and multicriteria matroid optimization, we have developed algorithms and heuristics aimed at practical solution of large instances of some of these difficult problems. Our methods primarily use the local adjacency structure inherent in matroid polytopes to pivot to feasible solutions, which may or may not be optimal. We also present a modified breadth-first-search heuristic that uses adjacency to enumerate a subset of feasible solutions. We present other heuristics and provide computational evidence supporting our techniques. We implemented all of our algorithms in the software package MOCHA.
INTRODUCTION
Let M be a matroid on the ground set [n] := {1, . . . , n} with set of bases B M . Consider d vectors w 1 , . . . , w d ∈ R n where each vector applies a weighting to the ground set [n] . That is, every w i assigns a real value to each element of [n] . We let W ∈ R d ×n be the matrix with rows w 1 , . . . , w d . We use the standard notation where e i ∈ R n means the vector with one in the ith position and zeros in the rest. For each base B ∈ B M ⊆ 2
[n] , we define the incidence vector of B as e(B) := i∈B e i ∈ R n , and we let e(B M n , where conv stands for the convex hull and vert(P) = {vertices of P} for a polytope P. Finally, W P M := {W x | x ∈ P M }.
Matroids are undeniably one of the fundamental structures in combinatorial optimization (e.g., see Schrijver [2003] and Lee [2004] ). In this article, we consider techniques aimed at four generalizations of the classical single-criterion linear-objective matroid optimization problem.
Nonlinear Matroid Optimization. Given a matroid M on [n] with a set of bases B M , W ∈ R
d ×n , and a function f : R d → R, find a base B ∈ B M such that f (W e(B)) = min( f (W e(B )) | B ∈ B ).
The motivation for nonlinear matroid optimization is that the function f that we seek to optimize trades off the competing d linear objectives described by the rows of W . When d = 1 and f is the identity (or any monotone) function, then we have classical linear-objective matroid optimization, which is solvable via the greedy method.
Two important special cases of nonlinear matroid optimization are as follows. We also investigate the following problem.
Convex Matroid Optimization. Given a matroid
Pareto Multicriteria Matroid Optimization. Given a matroid M on nelements with a set of bases B M , W ∈ R d ×n , find a base B ∈ B M such that B ∈ argmin Pareto ((W e(B )) | B ∈ B M ).
As described previously, min Pareto is understood in the sense of Pareto optimality for problems with multiple objective functions, that is, we adopt the convention that for vectors a, b ∈ R d , we have a ≤ b if and only if a i ≤ b i for all entries of the vectors. Furthermore, we say that a < b if a ≤ b and a = b. Given a set S ⊆ R n , we say a ∈ S is a Pareto optimum if there does not exist a b ∈ S such that b < a. We note that an optimum of the minmax problem will be a Pareto optimum. This is easy to see because if a ≤ b, then max i (a i ) ≤ max i (b i ). The Pareto multicriteria matroid optimization problem has been studied by several authors before. For example, Ehrgott [1996] investigated two optimization problems for matroids with multiple objective functions, and he pioneered a study of Pareto bases via the base-exchange property of matroids. See Ehrgott and Gandibleux [2000] for a detailed introduction to some aspects of multicriteria combinatorial optimization.
The matroid optimization problems we consider here have wide applicability. For example, in , the authors consider the "minimum aberration model fitting problem" in statistics, which can be reduced to a nonlinear matroid optimization problem. Multicriteria problems concerning minimum spanning trees of graphs are common in applications (see Ehrgott and Gandibleux [2000] and Knowles and Corne [2002] and references therein).
As a concrete example related to spanning trees, consider a graph G with three linear criteria on the edges described as the three rows of a matrix W .
1. The first row of W encodes the fixed installation cost of each edge of G; 2. The second row of W encodes the monthly operating cost of each edge of G; 3. Assuming that the edge j fails independently with probability 1 − p j , then by having the log p j as the third row of W (possibly scaled and rounded suitably), j ∈T log p j captures the reliability of the spanning tree T of G.
It can be difficult for a decision maker to balance these three competing objectives in selecting a best spanning tree. There are many issues to consider such as the time horizon, repairability, fault tolerance, and the like. These issues can be built into a concrete function f , for example, a weighted norm, or can be thought of as determining a black box f . Unfortunately, although useful, the problems we are considering are also very difficult in general. Multicriteria matroid optimization is generally NPcomplete [Ehrgott 1996 ]. The Min-Max optimization problem includes the NP-complete partition problem (see Garey and Johnson [1979] ), certain multiprocessor scheduling problems (see Graham et al. [1979] ), and specific worstcase stochastic optimization problems (see Warburton [1985] ).
Nevertheless, recently there has been considerable progress on algorithmic and complexity theory for nonlinear matroid optimization. In particular, algorithms with polynomial worst-case complexity bounds have been developed under nice assumptions on W, f , and d . For instance, it has been shown that although multicriteria matroid optimization is NP-complete in general, it is polynomial-time solvable under certain restrictions on W and with fixed d [Berstein et al. 2009 ]. We refer the reader to the recent series of papers on nonlinear matroid optimization [Berstein et al. 2009; Onn 2003; , which serve as background for the algorithms and strategies implemented here. The present article reports on some of the current computational possibilities by comparing various heuristics and algorithms.
In Section 2, we present several heuristics and algorithms for nonlinear matroid optimization and multicriteria matroid optimization problems. At a glance, Table I shows the four problems described previously indicating which of our algorithms or heuristics presented in this article concern them. Section 2 begins with a description of our implementation of a speed-up of the algorithm proposed in Onn [2003] for convex maximization and two primal heuristics, Heuristic 1 (Local Search) and Heuristic 2 (Tabu Search), for convex minimization. Using either Local Search or Tabu Search, we present Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test) that is aimed at finding a large subset of W e(B M ). We also present Algorithm 4 (Projected Boundary) that finds all vertices of W P M . Combining Algorithm 4 (Projected Boundary) and Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test), we derive Heuristic 5 (Boundary and Triangular Region Pareto Test), which finds approximate solutions to the Pareto optimization problem or Min-Max problem. Finally, we present a modified breadth-first-search heuristic, Heuristic 6 (DF-BFS), that is also aimed at finding a large subset of W e(B M ). We especially note that Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test), Heuristic 6 (DFBFS), and Heuristic 5 (Boundary and Triangular Region Pareto Test) do not explicitly optimize a function, but instead find a subset of the feasible points, the projected bases W e(B). From there, one can easily scan through the subset to determine the optimum (with respect to that subset), using any objective.
We describe our software MOCHA in Section 3. In Section 4, we present our computational results followed by a discussion.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS AND HEURISTICS
Throughout this article, we refer to a piece pseudocode as an algorithm if it is guaranteed to output an optimal solution, otherwise we refer to the pseudocode as a heuristic. Before we start our description of the algorithms and heuristics, we remark that they all rely on the geometry of the 1-skeleton graph of the matroid polytope (see Schrijver [2003] ). The edges correspond to base exchanges. These graphs have a lot of special structure. For example, these graphs are always Hamiltonian (see Holtzmann and Harary [1972] ), and it is known that each two-dimensional face of every matroid polytope is either a triangle or a quadrilateral. This implies that the graph of the 1-skeleton of W P M is quite dense and easy to traverse (see Borovik et al. [2007] ).
Given
is a polytope, we say two vertices v 1 , v 2 ∈ P are adjacent if they are contained in a one-dimensional face. Next, we give a vital but elementary proposition necessary for our algorithms.
PROOF. Let v 1 , . . . , v k be adjacent to v 1 . It follows from convexity of P that there exist λ 1 , . . . , λ k ≥ 0 such that
Let W P := {W x | x ∈ P}. Proposition 1 implies the following lemma.
Next, we state a vital lemma, which fully characterizes adjacency on P M .
LEMMA 2 (SEE GELFAND ET AL. [1987] ). Let M be a matroid on the ground set [n] . Two vertices e(B 1 ) and e(B 2 ) of P M are adjacent if and only if e(B 1 )−e(B 2 ) = e i − e j for some i, j .
Define Adj (B) := { B ∈ B M | e( B) − e(B) = e i − e j }. Using Lemma 2, we get the following corollaries of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1.
In order to present a general situation for which some of our heuristics are efficient, we consider the "generalized unary encoding" of the weight matrix W ∈ R d ×n introduced in Berstein et al. [2009] . We consider weights W i, j of the form
where p ≥ 1 is a fixed integer, a = (a 1 , . . . , a p ) is a p-tuple of distinct positive integers a k that are binary encoded, and the integers W 
A fortiori, #We(B M ) is bounded by the length of a generalized unary encoding of W . This is useful for us, but some of our heuristics depend on the number of integer points in the smallest rectangular region containing We(B M ) being polynomially bounded in order to prove efficiency. In such situations, we can only make the claim that the number of integer points in the smallest rectangular region containing We(B M ) is polynomially bounded when W has a unary encoding, as the number of such points depends exponentially on the lengths of the binary encodings of the a k , 1 ≤ k ≤ p.
Local and Tabu Search
First, we present Heuristic 1 that starts at any base of M and proceeds by pivoting to its neighbors on P M as long as the pivot decreases the value of the given function f through the weighting W .
In the majority of our experiments, f is concave or convex. In the case where f is concave, there will be a minimum on the boundary of W P M . If f is convex, then the minima may be in the interior of W P M . We emphasize that Heuristic 1 is not guaranteed to terminate at an optimum.
If the objective function f is linear, then Heuristic 1 follows nondegenerate steps of the simplex method for some pivot rule. The following is a well-known result concerning an efficient algorithm for finding a minimum-weight base of a matroid.
Lemma 4 is used by MOCHA in the implementation of our heuristics. For example, we can easily compute a tight rectangular region containing W P. We also use Lemma 4 to obtain an integer point on the boundary of We(B M ), a prerequisite for some of our heuristics.
In Section 4, we will show the practical limitations of Heuristic 1, and we give a theoretical bound on the running time of the previous algorithm given restrictions on W and d . 
PROOF. For any B ∈ B M , we can enumerate Adj (B) in polynomial time via an oracle for M by testing which of {B\{i} ∪ { j } | i ∈ B, j ∈ [n]\B} are bases. Thus, we can pivot in polynomial time in the input. Because Heuristic 1 always pivots to an adjacent base that is smaller (through f and W ) than the current base, each point of We(B M ) will be visited at most once. By Lemma 3, #We(B M ) ∩ Z d is polynomially bounded in the input. Also, the arithmetic in Heuristic 1 is polynomial in n and the binary encoding of a k .
Tabu search was first presented in Glover [1986] and has been widely used in combinatorial optimization. It begins at base B ∈ B M and pivots to an adjacent base B if it is smaller than some other adjacent base, through f and the weighting W . This differs from Heuristic 1 in that we allow pivots that are not necessarily smaller than the current base, through f and the weighting W . We record the smallest value f (We(B)) encountered and terminate after L pivots with no update to the minimum encountered. As for Heuristic 1, for the majority of our experiments, f is concave or convex. We emphasize that Heuristic 2 is not guaranteed to terminate at the optimum.
Heuristic 2. Tabu Search
) for all bases and neighbors B for L pivots.
Heuristic 2 can also be modified such that we mark We(B) as visited, not B, and only pivot to B such that We(B) is unvisited. In this way, we could also prove that the running time of the modified algorithm is polynomial in the input, given the same restrictions for Lemma 5. However, restricting to visiting new We(B) could limit the possibilities of quickly converging to the optimum though.
Through our computational experiments, we observed that Heuristic 1 and Heuristic 2 work very well when optimizing concave or convex functions f over projected matroid polytopes, as we will show in Section 4. However, when f is arbitrary, the previous algorithms may not perform well.
Listing Heuristics
In the remainder of this section, we describe algorithms and heuristics aimed at tackling problems with an arbitrary function f or using Pareto or MinMax optimization. For maximum generality, the following algorithms do not explicitly evaluate f but are presented as listing algorithms. Note that if we have all of the projected matroid bases We(B M ), then it is simple to extract the Pareto optima through a straightforward pairwise comparison. Likewise for optimizing f or with a Min-Max objective, we simply evaluate over all projected bases found as we go through them. This is the same methodology as Berstein et al. [2009] , where the authors prove efficient deterministic algorithms, given sufficient conditions on the input, to list all projected bases. Efficiency follows due to assumptions on the input, that is, d is fixed and W is a generalized unary-encoded matrix.
In Berstein et al. [2009] , the authors used matroid intersections to solve the problem: Given x ∈ R d find B ∈ B M such that We(B) = x if such a B exists. Guided by the success of our previous heuristics, we had the idea of using either Heuristic 2 or Heuristic 1 to find a B ∈ B M such that We(B) = x. The novelty of our heuristic is that we use convex optimization as a subroutine to solve nonlinear and Pareto optimization problems.
Given an x ∈ Z d , Heuristic 3 forms a convex function f x that is minimized at x and f x (x ) = 0. Our heuristic calls Heuristic 1 or Heuristic 2 with the function f x , and if it returns a base B ∈ B M such that f x (We(B)) = 0, then 
Heuristic 3. Pivot Test

PT(M, B, W, t, S)
Input: Matroid M on n elements, B ∈ B M , W ∈ R d ×n , t ∈ N, finite set S ⊆ Z d . Output: PT ⊆ B M such that {We(B) | B ∈ PT} ⊆ S. begin PT := ∅ for each x ∈ S do f x (x) := d i=1 (x i − x i ) 2 for 1, . . . , t do B := random base of M B := LS(M, W, f x , B ) (Or use Heuristic 2) if f x (We(B)) = 0, then PT := PT ∪ {B} Break:= ((W i, j )) = p k=1 a k W k ∈ Z d ×n , and a finite set S ⊂ Z d .
Heuristic 3 takes in as input M , W , S and in time polynomial in n, t, the size of S, and the length of the generalized unary encoding of W outputs
PROOF. This follows from the fact that Heuristic 1 and Heuristic 2 are polynomial under these assumptions. Moreover, we call Heuristic 1 or Heuristic 2 t|S| times, at most.
Typically, we wish to use Heuristic 3 to try to enumerate a subset of W P M . Thus, if we further assume W is unary encoded, then the smallest box containing W P M is polynomial, which we use as our input S in Heuristic 3.
For general nonlinear multicriteria matroid optimization problems, if the function f we are minimizing is concave, then some optimum will be a vertex of W P M . Thus, in such a case, it is sufficient to enumerate the vertices of W P M and test f over those points. Furthermore, the vertices are also Pareto optimal, but in general, the vertices are not all of the Pareto optima. Later in the text, we will give an algorithm that uses the vertices of We(B M ) to facilitate finding other Pareto optima. In Okamoto and Uno [2007] , the authors develop an output-sensitive polynomial time algorithm using the well-known Avis-Fukuda's reverse search algorithm, which outputs all bases that project to the vertices of W P M . We will prove that the following algorithm will enumerate all vertices of W P M and possibly other integral points on the boundary of W P M . The following algorithm not only finds all the vertices, but also finds a base, that projects to each vertex. Algorithm 4 starts at a base B ∈ B M such that We(B) is on the boundary of W P M . If B ∈ Adj (B), We(B ) is a newly seen point and is on the boundary of W P M , then we record B and We(B ), pivot to B , and continue.
Algorithm 4. Projected Boundary
In Section 4, we will show that Algorithm 4 works well. Empirical observations seem to suggest this because the projected bases are highly clustered and with much fewer projected bases near the boundary of W P M . To see how large the preimage of x via W can be, for x ∈ R d , see Figure 1 in Gunnels et al. [2008] . The following lemma proves that the output of Algorithm 4 will contain all vertices of the convex hull of We(B M ). 
We will show in Section 4 the effectiveness of Heuristic 3 (PT) in enumerating all projected bases. When finding Pareto optima, though, it is not necessary to enumerate all projected bases. The following heuristic combines Algorithm 4 and Heuristic 3 to find a set of points, which could be Pareto optima of We(B M ), and hence, could be a min-max optimum of We(B M ). The main idea is that if we have the boundary points, then the regions where other Pareto optima lay is determined by the convex hulls of points derived from a triangulation of the boundary.
Heuristic 5. Boundary and Triangular Region Pareto Test
, Pareto optima of Heuristic 4 (PB) and Heuristic 3 (PT) on certain convex regions.
Except for the boundary points, Heuristic 5 is not guaranteed to return points that are Pareto optima because Heuristic 3 (PT) may miss some projected bases in the test regions.
Motivated by the need of optimizing any function f and exploring all Pareto or Min-Max optima, we devised a variation of the breadth-first-search algorithm that would limit the search to some depth of the tree. Our intuition is that the graph of base exchanges is highly connected, thus small depth is all that is necessary for listing a large proportion, as we will see in Section 4, of all projected bases:
Boundary Points 3 (Pivot Test) regions Heuristic 6 begins at a base B ∈ B M . It adds the projected point We(B) to the set PB, short for projected bases. It then enumerates all adjacent bases Adj (B) of B. If a neighbor B 's projected point We(B ) / ∈ PB and We(B) = We B , then we add We(B ) to PB and recursively call DFBFS on B . We allow a parameter d , which determines the recursive depth allowed. Heuristic 6 takes its name, different fiber breadth-first-search, from the fact that we do not allow pivots that evaluate the same under the weighting W . As a small consequence, this
guarantees that the number of times DFBFS is called is bounded by #We(B M ); a useful fact if the input is bounded as in Lemma 3.
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Our heuristics are implemented in C++ and take advantage of the objectoriented paradigm. The software MOCHA 1 [De Loera et al. 2009 ] reads in either a vectorial matroid, represented by an m × n floating point matrix or a graphic matroid, represented by an n × n adjacency matrix. The weightings are read in as a d × n floating point matrix.
For vectorial matroids, the rank of a subset of columns is computed using LAPACK [Anderson et al. 1999 ], a standard and robust linear algebra package. For vectorial matroids with elements in Z, our software has the option of using the GMP arbitrary-precision software [GMP 2009 ] to perform Gaussian elimination using exact arithmetic. Enumeration of the neighbors of a base B is done by calculating the rank of B\i ∪ j for all i ∈ B and j ∈ [n]\B. If it is full rank, then it is returned as a neighboring base. Random bases are determined by randomly choosing a rank(M) sized subset A ⊆ [n] and checking if rank(A) = rank(M), repeating until such an A is found.
For graphic matroids the rank of the matroid and any A ⊆ [n] is determined by calculating the size of a spanning forest by breadth-first-search. To enumerate the neighbors of B ∈ B M , we first calculate all paths in B using dynamic programming. Adding any element (edge) j / ∈ B to B will create a cycle C. We use our pre-calculation of all paths of B to quickly determine C. Then, all subsets B\i ∪ j where i ∈ C will be an adjacent base to B. This is not the most efficient method for adjacency enumeration with respect to a graphic matroid, but it is straightforward and good enough.
The Projected Boundary Algorithm (Algorithm 4) is only implemented for d = 2. This is due to the computational expense of determining if We( B) is an extreme point of W P M on line 8. When d = 2, this is easy to check by sorting the vectors We( B) − We(B) with respect to their angle to the positive x-axis, where B is a neighbor of B. If two sorted vectors with angle larger than π exist, then We( B) is extreme, due to Corollary 2.
For correctness, we compare the number of projected spanning trees found using our methods versus the actual total number of projected spanning trees. We used an algorithm for generating all of the spanning trees in undirected graphs presented by Matsui [1997] . The algorithm requires O(n + m + τ n) time when the given graph has n vertices, m edges, and τ spanning trees. For outputting all of the spanning trees explicitly, this time complexity is optimal. We also implemented the asymptotic 0\1 polytope vertex estimation presented in Barvinok and Samorodnitsky [2007] . This gives us the ability to estimate the number of bases of matroid polytopes in order to better understand the ratio of bases to projected bases for problems where full enumeration is intractable. 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Now we present our experiments. We performed many more experiments as presented here, but for compactness and space limitation, we present the full collection in De Loera et al. [2009] . In the experiments, we used six roughly comparable machines (see Table III ). Heuristic 1 uses the pivot rule that f (We( B)) < f (We(B )) for all B ∈ Adj (B ) in line 4. Heuristic 2 uses the pivot rule that f (We( B)) < f (We( B)) for all B, B ∈ Adj (B ) \ VIS in line 5.
Calibration Set
Our first goal was to perform experiments on matroids for which we can compute all bases in order to better understand our heuristics and algorithms. We generated five connected random graphs: gn10e22, gn10e28, gn10e33, gn11e41, and gn13e39 (see Table III ), which we will refer to as our calibration set. We consider two, three, and five criteria, that is, number of weightings. We further consider three different ranges of integral weights for each criterion. For the calibration set, we adopt the following nomenclature.
gn[#nodes]e[#edges]d[#criteria]w[low weight]w[high weight]
where we generated random integral weightings between [low weight] and [high weight]. First, we simply compare the number of spanning trees of our calibration set to the number of projected spanning trees.
- Table IV shows the calibration set with two, three, and five weightings (criteria) and various integral weights.
We give the exact number of projected spanning trees and compare versus the exact number of spanning trees. We also generated 10 additional graphs and generated complete tables for all 15 graphs, which can be found in De Loera et al. [2009] . 4.1.1 Calibration Set-Heuristic 6. There are four parameters to our implementation of Heuristic 6 (DFBFS): number of searches N , BFS depth, boundary retry limit, and random retry limit. First, we attempt to find a new boundary projected base using Heuristic 1 (Local Search) and a random direction. For every new projected base, we run Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) with the given depth parameter. We attempt to find N new boundary projected bases and give up if we exceed the boundary retry limit. Next, our algorithm will generate a random base and project it by the weighting. If it is a new projected base, we run Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) with the given depth parameter. We attempt to find N new random projected bases and give up if we exceed the random retry limit.
- Table V shows Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) on the calibration set in two, three, and five criteria.
We list the machine used, seconds required, number of searches, BFS depth, boundary retry limit, and the random retry limit. We noticed a decrease in the ratio of projected trees found to all projected trees as the dimension and weights increased. It is also important to note that as the dimension and weights increase, the ratio of all projected trees to all spanning trees increases, as shown in Table IV .
In our experiments, in almost all cases, Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) terminated by exceeding the boundary and random retry limit and not the number of searches. This can be attributed to the phenomenon where most bases are projected in a relatively tight area, with few projected bases near the boundary. Other conditions for picking the initial base for Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) could yield better results, for example, keeping a random leaf of the previous truncated BFS, or we could compute the boundary of the projected bases and attempt to find a new initial base using Heuristic 3 (PT) on the "holes" in the convex hull. 4.1.2 Calibration Set-Heuristic 3. Our implementation of Heuristic 3 (PT) uses Heuristic 1 (LS) with the 2d directions {±e i | i ∈ {1, . . . , d }} to compute a bounding box containing all projected base.
- Table VI shows the result of Heuristic 3 (PT) on our calibration test set with two criteria and weights 0-20 and 0-100 using Heuristic 1 (LS) as our test method subroutine. We give the percentage of projected trees found versus all projected trees. Naturally, with larger weight values, the projected trees will be contained in a larger box, requiring more time. - Table VII shows the result of Heuristic 3 (PT) on our calibration test set with two criteria and weights 0-20 using Heuristic 2 (TS) as our test method subroutine. The runtimes using Heuristic 2 (TS) are longer than Heuristic 1 (LS), but we find nearly all the projected trees.
Heuristic 3 (PT) has two major advantages; -Heuristic 3 uses very little memory, since Heuristic 2 (TS) and Heuristic 1 (LS) use little memory; -Heuristic 3 can be distributed, since one can partition up test regions and run each region as a separate instance.
1.8:18
• J. A. De Loera et al. We tried 100 searches, depth 4, boundary retry limit 100 and interior retry limit of 10,000.
ACM Journal of Experimental Algorithmics, Vol. 14, Article No. 1.8, Publication date: December 2009. Table VIII shows the number of projected spanning trees found on the boundary using Algorithm 4 (PB). All computations took less than 1 second. To find a starting base, Algorithm 4 (PB) generates a random direction and calls Heuristic 1 (LS). It is interesting to note that the graph gn13e39d2w0w1000 has 15,037,589 projected spanning trees, yet there are only 26 points found by Algorithm 4 (PB). 0-20 mocr02 10 gn11e41d2w0w20 0-20 mocr02 38 gn13e39d2w0w20 0-20 mocr02 52 gn10e22d2w0w100 0-100 mocr02 26 gn10e28d2w0w100 0-100 mocr02 31 gn10e33d2w0w100 0-100 mocr02 37 gn11e41d2w0w100 0-100 mocr02 41 gn13e39d2w0w100 0-100 mocr02 42 gn10e22d2w0w1000 0-1,000 mocr02 37 gn10e28d2w0w1000 0-1,000 mocr02 9 gn10e33d2w0w1000 0-1,000 mocr02 21 gn11e41d2w0w1000 0-1,000 mocr02 31 gn13e39d2w0w1000 0-1,000 mocr02 26
All times under 1 second.
4.1.4
Calibration Set-Heuristic 5. Table IX shows the results of Heuristic 5 (BTRPT) on the calibration set with weightings 0-20 and 0-100 in two criteria. We use Heuristic 2 (TS) as our subroutine in Heuristic 3 (PT). We give the seconds, the exact number of Pareto optima, and the number of Pareto optima found. Heuristic 5 (BTRPT) not only found the correct number of Pareto optima, but it also found the correct Pareto optima in all cases. Heuristic 5 (BTRPT) can be distributed: Once the boundary is computed and the regions are found, Heuristic 3 (PT) can be run as separate instances for each region (or subdivided further). Internally, Heuristic 3 (PT) used 10 searches per point, 100 pivot limit.
Calibration-Local and Tabu Search For Convex Minimization. For our experiments of Heuristic 1 (LS) and Heuristic 2 (TS) on the calibration set, we minimized over the convex function (x − x)
2 . First, we choose x ∈ We(B M ) such that it is an interior point of W P M . Second, we consider x to be a rational noninteger point, which is an interior point of W P M . For the integral case, we can easily detect if we are at the minimum because our objective will evaluate to zero if so. For the rational case, we verify the global minimum by evaluating our objective on all projected spanning trees. For all tests, we perform 1,000 minimizations with random starts and record the number of successes.
- Table X shows Heuristic 1 (LS), where the minimum is the integer point described earlier minimizing (x − x) 2 .
- Table XI shows Heuristic 1 (LS), where the minimum is the rational point described earlier, minimizing (x − x) 2 .
- Table XII shows Heuristic 2 (TS), where the minimum is the integer point described earlier, minimizing (x − x) 2 .
- Table XIII shows Heuristic 2 (TS), where the minimum is the rational point described earlier, minimizing (x − x) 2 .
We first observe that the success of Heuristic 1 (LS) and Heuristic 2 (TS) decreases as the proportion of projected spanning trees to all spanning trees increases. Second, for Heuristic 2 (TS), we see a noticeable increase in the number of successes as the Tabu Limit ranges from 1 to 100, indicating that in many cases, a low Tabu Limit is sufficient to reach the global minimum.
4.1.6 Calibration Set-Nonconvex Optimization. We emphasize that Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) and Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test) do not rely on any particular objective being optimized, and we propose that their effectiveness be gauged by how many projected bases they find. For completeness, however, we minimize 2 0-100 5 1 gn10e28d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 2 gn10e33d2w0w100 2 0-100 12 3 gn11e41d2w0w100 2 0-100 6 4 gn13e39d2w0w100 2 0-100 13 5 gn10e22d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 5 1 gn10e28d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 1 gn10e33d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 2 gn11e41d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 2 gn13e39d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 3 gn10e22d3w0w20 3 0-20  0  2  gn10e28d3w0w20  3  0-20  0  3  gn10e33d3w0w20  3  0-20  0  3  gn11e41d3w0w20  3  0-20  8  5  gn13e39d3w0w20  3  0-20  7  4  gn10e22d3w0w100  3  0-100  29  1  gn10e28d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  2  gn10e33d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  3  gn11e41d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  4  gn13e39d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  6  gn10e22d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  12  1  gn10e28d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  2  gn10e33d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  2  gn11e41d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  3  gn13e39d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  3  gn10e22d5w0w1  5  0-1  197  2  gn10e28d5w0w1  5  0-1  122  3  gn10e33d5w0w1  5  0-1  110  4  gn11e41d5w0w1  5  0-1  195  6  gn13e39d5w0w1  5  0-1  203  6  gn10e22d5w0w2  5  0-2  284  2  gn10e28d5w0w2  5  0-2  112  2  gn10e33d5w0w2  5  0-2  53  4  gn11e41d5w0w2  5  0-2  394  4  gn13e39d5w0w2  5  0-2  352  4  gn10e22d5w0w5  5  0-5  94  2  gn10e28d5w0w5  5  0-5  10  2  gn10e33d5w0w5  5  0-5  16  3  gn11e41d5w0w5  5  0-5  0  7  gn13e39d5w0w5  5  0-5  0  6 Here, d = 2,3, and 5 and all tests run on Fuzzy. Shown are the number of spanning trees and projected bases of each instance and the number of successes out of 1,000 Local Searches and seconds to perform the 1,000 searches. the following three nonconvex functions: and h(u, v, x, y, z) = uv sin(x) cos( y 2 ) cos 1
Table XIV shows the minimal value of the three functions f , h, and g , (applied to the problems of appropriate dimension) over all projected bases and those found by Heuristic 6 (DFBFS), Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test) using Local Search, and Heuristic 3 (Pivot Test) using Tabu Search. Table XIV only shows minimal values for Heuristic 3 for the data computed in Tables VI and VII (which was limited due to running times).
Pushing the Limits
Sparse Graphs-Solids.
We now compare sparse graphs versus the dense graphs presented in the calibration set. We chose 15 planar graphs of 2 0-20 232 3 gn10e22d2w0w100 2 0-100 47 2 gn10e28d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 2 gn10e33d2w0w100 2 0-100 16 2 gn11e41d2w0w100 2 0-100 21 3 gn13e39d2w0w100 2 0-100 34 3 gn10e22d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 1 gn10e28d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 2 gn10e33d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 2 gn11e41d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 2 gn13e39d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 3 gn10e22d3w0w20 3 0-20  18  2  gn10e28d3w0w20  3  0-20  0  2  gn10e33d3w0w20  3  0-20  0  3  gn11e41d3w0w20  3  0-20  14  2  gn13e39d3w0w20  3  0-20  14  3  gn10e22d3w0w100  3  0-100  2  1  gn10e28d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  2  gn10e33d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  2  gn11e41d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  3  gn13e39d3w0w100  3  0-100  0  4  gn10e22d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  10  1  gn10e28d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  2  gn10e33d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  2  gn11e41d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  3  gn13e39d3w0w1000  3  0-1,000  0  3  gn10e22d5w0w1  5  0-1  693  2  gn10e28d5w0w1  5  0-1  774  2  gn10e33d5w0w1  5  0-1  956  3  gn11e41d5w0w1  5  0-1  953  3  gn13e39d5w0w1  5  0-1  623  5  gn10e22d5w0w2  5  0-2  97  2  gn10e28d5w0w2  5  0-2  268  2  gn10e33d5w0w2  5  0-2  189  3  gn11e41d5w0w2  5  0-2  430  4  gn13e39d5w0w2  5  0-2  361  4  gn10e22d5w0w5  5  0-5  0  1  gn10e28d5w0w5  5  0-5  9  2  gn10e33d5w0w5  5  0-5  1  3  gn11e41d5w0w5  5  0-5  33  4  gn13e39d5w0w5  5  0-5  16  5 Here, d = 2, 3, and 5 and all tests run on Fuzzy. Shown are the number of spanning trees and projected bases of each instance and the number of successes out of 1,000 Local Searches and seconds to perform the 1,000 searches. (2) 800 (6) 915 ( (2) 13 (8) 19 (38) gn10e28d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 (1) 2 (3) 18 (12) 37 (53) gn10e33d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 (0) 30 (4) 130 (10) 417 (52) gn11e41d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 (0) 0 (5) 44 (17) 47 (74) gn13e39d2w0w100 2 0-100 0 (1) 29 (6) 113 (19) 368 (94) gn10e22d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 (0) 35 (2) 68 (10) 58 (44) gn10e28d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 (0) 0 (3) 8 (11) 23 (51) gn10e33d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 (1) 0 (2) 0 (13) 2 (67) gn11e41d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0 (1) 0 (4) 2 (17) 15 ( (0) 34 (4) 107 (17) 334 (92) gn13e39d2w0w100 2 0-100 1 (1) 22 (4) 124 (20) 483 (97) gn10e22d2w0w1000 2 0-1,000 0(1) 0(2) 3 (9) 98 ( (7) 180 (27) 567 (118) Here d = 2, 3, and 5 and all tests run on Fuzzy. Shown are the number of successes out of 1,000 Tabu Searches for Tabu Search limits of 1, 5, 20, 100 and seconds (in parenthesis) to perform the 1,000 searches. the 1-skeleton of three-dimensional polytopes. Table XV shows the result of Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) on these examples. For some of these graphs, the number of spanning trees can be explicitly enumerated, hence we give the exact number of projected spanning trees. When the weights take value from 0-1,000, we omit the last five graphs as DFBFS exceeded over a day of computation or the machines (Fuzzy, Truth) ran out of memory.
Experimental Design.
In , the authors first proposed using nonlinear matroid optimization to solve the statistical experimental design problem (also see Fries and Hunter [1980] ). The experimental design problem can be briefly described as attempting to learn an unknown system whose output y is an unknown function with input x = (x 1 , . . . , x k ) ∈ R k . To learn the system, experiments are performed using input p i = ( p i,1 , . . . , p i,k ), and the output y i = (p i ) is measured. Then, based on the experiments we wish to fit a model for the system, that is determine an estimation of the function such that it lies in a prescribed class of functions, is consistent with the outcomes of the experiments, and minimizes the aberration (some suitable criteria) among models in the class. A deterministic polynomial time algorithm was established in , which solves nonlinear matroid optimization over arbitrary matroids (presented by an independence oracle) when the number of weightings d is fixed, and the weights, though binary-encoded input, take on only a fixed number p of distinct values. For matroids on n elements, their algorithm uses the ordinary matroid intersection algorithm n p d times, which is polynomial in the input.
For vectorial matroids, they provide a different algorithm, which has polynomial complexity when the weights are encoded in unary. If ω is the size of the maximum unary-encoded element of the weights, then this algorithm requires solving a (rank
Vandemonde system of linear equations. This nonlinear vectorial-matroid optimization algorithm has been implemented on IBM's Blue Gene/P supercomputer (see Gunnels et al. [2008] ). We now present two instances, P 20 and P 28 , which were solved using the deterministic vectorial-matroid algorithm on said supercomputer. Each is an instance of an experimental design problem encoded as a nonlinear vectorialmatroid optimization program. Both their exact algorithm and our heuristics (Heuristic 6 and Heuristic 3) do not optimize a particular objective function, but instead list the projected bases (note that our heuristic is not guaranteed to find all projected bases). Table XVI shows the size of instances P 20 and P 28 , true number of projected bases and the number of seconds required by the exact algorithm (on the Blue Gene/P supercomputer) to find the projected bases. We also show two runs of Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) using Fuzzy with the number of projected bases found and seconds required. What is noteworthy is that Heuristic 6 found all the projected bases in at least one of the two runs. Moreover, the other runs of Heuristic 6 found nearly all the projected bases. This demonstrates that our heuristics are useful when solving these difficult problems, especially in light of the fact that they were computed using a modest computer system. An additional point We used Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) with 100 searches, boundary retry limit 100, interior retry limit 10,000 and truncation depth 8.
is that the deterministic vectorial-matroid algorithm requires extremely high precision in order to solve the large Vandemonde systems derived from the matroid optimization problem. On the other hand, our heuristics only depend numerically on solving, at most, rank(M) × rank(M) linear systems. In fact, our software has an option to use exact arithmetic, albeit with a slowdown in solution times. We emphasize the drastic difference in running times and computational power between Blue Gene/P and Fuzzy.
In Table XVII , we show the result of Heuristic 3 (PT) on P 20 . We divided the region of feasible projected bases into 12 disjoint regions and ran 12 instances of Heuristic 3 (PT) concurrently. We report the times and the number of projected bases found for each region. We also give the total number of projected bases found, which is the exact number of projected bases. For the search in Heuristic 3 (PT), we used Heuristic 2 (TS) 10 times on each point with a retry limit of 20. We performed this experiment to exhibit the effectiveness and ease by which Heuristic 3 can be distributed.
Discussion
Nonlinear matroid optimization problems are very difficult. They are NPcomplete in general and provably exponential in some cases (see ). Our goal was to present and explore the practicality of new heuristics and algorithms for solving these problems. The effectiveness of our new techniques rely on two important properties: (i) the nice local adjacency structure of matroids, and that (ii) although a matroid may have exponentially many bases, under suitable assumptions on the encoding of the weightings, the number of projected bases can be manageable.
The fact that many of our heuristics are not guaranteed to find the optimal solution or list all the projected bases is countered by the fact that they are not overly complex and very fast. For instance, Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) is not guaranteed to find all of the projected bases, but in many of the tests, it found a very large portion of them. In practice, as seen in Section 4.2.2, because Heuristic 6 (DFBFS) finds a very large portion of the projected bases, simply running the heuristic several times and unioning the results is extremely effective.
